PUBLIC INFORMATION STATEMENT...SERVICE CHANGE NOTICE 99-60
NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE HEADQUARTERS WASHINGTON DC
300 PM EDT FRI JUL 9 1999

TO:      FAMILY OF SERVICES /FOS/ SUBSCRIBERS
       NOAA WEATHER WIRE SERVICE /NWWS/ SUBSCRIBERS
       OTHER NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE /NWS/ CUSTOMERS AND EMPLOYEES

FROM:    THERESE PIERCE
         CHIEF...HYDROMETEOROLOGICAL SERVICES

SUBJECT: CONSOLIDATED DAILY CALIFORNIA STATE TEMPERATURE AND PRECIPITATION TABLES

THE DAILY CALIFORNIA STATE TEMPERATURE AND PRECIPITATION TABLES ISSUED
UNDER PRODUCT IDENTIFIERS SFOSTPCA /ABUS21 KSFO AND LAXSTPCA/ABUS21 KLAX
HAVE BEEN CONSOLIDATED INTO A SINGLE PRODUCT.  THE NEW CONSOLIDATED
PRODUCT IS BEING ISSUED NOW BY NWSO SACRAMENTO USING THE PRODUCT
IDENTIFIER SFOSTPCA ABUS21 KSTO.

THROUGH 0000 COORDINATED UNIVERSAL TIME /UTC/ JULY 22 1999...OR 5 PM PDT
JULY 21 1999...THE CONSOLIDATED DAILY TEMPERATURE AND PRECIPITATION DATA
PRODUCT WILL ALSO BE ISSUED USING LAXSTPCA ABUS21 KSFO.

BEGINNING AT 0000 UTC THURSDAY...JULY 22 1999...5 PM PDT WEDNESDAY...JULY
21 1999...THE CONSOLIDATED PRODUCT WILL ONLY BE ISSUED UNDER PRODUCT
IDENTIFIER SFOSTPCA ABUS21 KSTO.

SUBSCRIBERS TO THE NOAA WEATHER WIRE SERVICE /NWWS/ AND FAMILY OF SERVICES
/FOS/ MUST INITIATE ACTION TO ACCOMMODATE THIS CHANGE.
SPECIFICALLY...THIS PROGRAM CHANGE REQUIRES A NEW WORLD METEOROLOGICAL
ORGANIZATION /WMO/ PRODUCT IDENTIFIER /KSTO/.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ON THESE CHANGES YOU MAY CALL: NWS
SACRAMENTO...ELIZABETH MORSE - METEOROLOGIST-IN-CHARGE - 916-979-3041.

NATIONAL SERVICE CHANGE NOTICES ARE ONLINE AT /USE LOWER CASE/:

HTTPS://WWW.WEATHER.GOV/NOTIFICATION/ARCHIVE
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